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Dear Ms Waringo,

Thank you for your letter of 26 October to Corn issioner Malmstrëm concerning the
influx of asylum seekers from the countries of the estern Balkans to the Member States
of the European Union. She has asked me to reply to your letter.
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The Commissioner has aIready expressed her 1 strong commitment to the visa
liberalisation process for the countries of the weste
Balkans and 1take this opportunity
to reassure you that this commitment remains unch ged. The large majority oftravellers
from the visa free Western Balkan countries are ho 1 a jide travellers. The purpose of the
visa liberalisation dialogues, which is to facilitate P1eopleto people contacts, to enhance
business opportunities and cultural exchanges and t9 give the possibility for the people of
the region to get to know the EU better, therefore co tinues to be fulfilled.
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At the same time, 1 must stress that the right of vi a free travel to the EU cornes with
obligations and any abuse ofthis right or a lack ofrel pect for legal obligations will not be
tolerated.
1 would like to confirm once again that the Corn ission has never asked that asylum
requests from citizens of third countries must stop. he Commission's intention is not to
restrict access to the asylum procedure. The efforts f the Commission, the EU Member
States and the Western Balkan countries aim at avoiding abuse of the visa free regime
without compromising the international standards of protection. The data received by the
EU Member States indicates that the number of positive decisions on asylum daims of
citizens from the countries of the Western Balkanslremains very low (below 1%). This
c1early confirms the largely unfounded nature of ~hese asylum c1aims which put the
asylum and reception systems of sorne EU Member :tates under great pressure.
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1 share the EU Member States' serious concern as regards the recent increase of
unfounded asylum claims frOID citizens of the visa te countries of the Western Balkans.
My services are in permanent contact with the competent authorities of the Western
Balkan countries and the EU Member States to i~entify those areas where additional
measures need to be put in place in order to tack~e the increase of unfounded asylum
applications and avoid further abuse of the visa fr eregime. 1 would like to emphasise
that the only measures targeting minority commun~ties are those aiming at their better
integration, e.g. measures to increase employment 'fd schooling, as well as measures to
provide better opportunities for housing, medical carle, etc.
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AlI other measures reported by the countries of t~e Western Balkans as well as those
reported by the EU Member States are non d~~criminatory since they are equally
applicable to all travellers regardless of their orig~n. The fact that the majority of the
asylum applicants from the Western Balkan countries are from Roma origin does not
prove that the measures to tackle abuse of the vis free regime are discriminatory. The
need for stricter border control, for instance, is not justified by the high number of asylum
seekers from Roma origin, but by the fact that inèreasing numbers of asylum seekers
arrive in the EU without pas sports or ID documents bd are therefore in violation of their
countries' rules on-exit control, as weIl as EU rules oh entry control.' 1

Any abuse of the visa free regime is equally intoleraple and calls for immediate action. ln
that sense, the scope of the counter measures is dynamic. If the outcome of the risk
analysis and investigations suggests the existence of organised networks, appropriate
measures must be envisaged.
1 would like to emphasise that the better integrati n of the Roma minority is a matter
which receives a great deal of attention from the Commission. It is an indispensable
element of the Visa Dialogue and the Stabilisation and Association process for each of
the countries of the Western Balkans. As clearly stat~ in the last Progress Reports issued
in October, the European Commission is fully aw e of the difficulties this particular
minority is facing. However, 1 am strongly convinci d that the abuse of the right of visa
free travel to the EU does not provide a solution to e integration of the Roma minority.
There is an urgent need for action from aIl s~akeholders, including civil society
organisation, to considerably improve the level of education and employment of the
Roma minority. These are key areas for ensuring berter integration of the Roma minority
and 1 remain committed, together with my services, fo working towards this goal.

Yours sincerely,
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